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Title of the talk: Random message routing in highly dense multi-hop networks
Abstract of the talk (10 lines):

We investigate a probabilistic model for routing in a multihop ad-hoc communication
network, where each user sends a message to the base station. Messages travel in hops via the
other users, used as relays. Their trajectories are chosen at random according to a Gibbs

distribution that favours trajectories with low interference, measured in terms of sum of the
signal-to-interference ratios for all the hops, and collections of trajectories with little total
congestion, measured in terms of the number of pairs of hops arriving at each relay. We
derive qualitative properties of this minimizer, like the typical number of hops and the typical
length of a hop, and the deviation from the straight line. We encounter and quantify emerging
typical pictures in analytic terms in two extreme regimes: (1) in the limit of a large
communication area and large distances, and (2) in the limit of a strong interference weight.

